The geometry of ortho-xylene is studied through supersonic jet cooling and one color mass resolved excitation spectroscopy. By examining the SI <-So transition origin region of various
I. INTRODUCTION
A detailed understanding of chemical properties, bonding, and reactions rests on a knowledge of molecular structures and, more generally, on a knowledge of molecular potential energy surfaces. Such information typically comes from nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), microwave, vibration-rotation, and electronic spectroscopies. In this work, we report a novel implementation of relatively low-resolution optical spectroscopy of isotopically substituted compounds which can lead to structural information by revealing the local symmetry in the vicinity of isotopic substitution. A central idea of this work is that each isomer of a given molecule will possess unique bonding properties such that its optical absorption spectrum, in particular, its S 1 <-So 08 transition, which reflects zero point vibrational energy changes between these electronic states, will be unique and distinct from that of other isomers.
For example, the spectra of 2-aminobenzyl alcohol isomers -do, dt> d 2 , and d 3 as indicated in scheme I, give rise to a total of one, three, three, and one origin transitions, 1 respectively, which indicates an inequivalence of the two N-H bonds in this molecule. Such an experimental observation requires that the single most stable structural conformation observed for this molecule maintain symmetry inequivalence of the two N-H bonds. Indeed, semiempirical calculations on 2-aminobenzyl alcohol indicate that the CH 2 0H sidechain substituent lies perpendicular to the aromatic ring and that the amino group lies nearly in the plane of the aromatic ring, consistent with the deuteration experimental results. 
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Here we examine the S 1 <-So origin spectra of isotopomers of partially methyl deuterated o-xylenes 1-4. The effects of deuteration will be used to determine the symmetry species of the two methyl groups in a similar manner to that described above for the 2-aminobenzyl alcohol system. Various methyl group orientations of different symmetry types are illustrated in Fig. 1 . In addition, Table I lists the expected number of origin features and intensities (statistical weights) for the structures of Fig. 1 corresponding to a particular deuteration type 1-4. For example, the type A structures of Fig. 1 each have two energetically and symmetry distinct methyl hydrogen sites in the ratio of 4:2.
plane of benzene ring , The symmetric d 2 deuteration of these structures would then lead to four unique isotopomers (see Fig. 1 ). These results are listed in the final column of Table I As demonstrated previously,2 the combined techniques of supersonic expansion cooling, mass resolved excitation spectroscopy (MRES), chemical and isotopic substitution, in conjunction with symmetry considerations such as those mentioned above, can often lead to a unique determination of molecular structure. This experimental approach generates a characteristic set of optical transitions (08 etc.) for each unique geometric conformation of interest. Hence, one can often make a one-to-one correspondence between the spectra and the molecular conformations. Previous experimental studies of o_xylene 2 (a),3-10 show that relatively large barriers to internal rotation of the methyl groups exist in the ground (-600 cm -I) and first excited (-1 SO cm -1) electronic states. Much of this experimental data has been fit to a combination of effective Hamiltonian parameters including individual threefold and sixfold potential energy terms for each methyl group, individual kinetic energy contributions from each methyl group, and coupling kinetic and potential energy terms between the two methyl groups. Most of these investigations of the methyl rotor potential surface, however, could not identify unambiguously a minimum energy structure. Two independent studies, one experimental 8 and the other theoretical, 11 both suggest the same minimum energy conformation of o-xylene, that being structure A 1 of Fig. 1 . In our discussion, here we will present unique experimental, and more detailed theoretical results which support this assignment for both the ground and first excited singlet electronic states.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The SI "",So origin region of o-xylene is studied using mass resolved excitation spectroscopy, the details of which are described previously.12 Spectra are collected using a one color-two photon resonance enhanced ionization technique and the ions are subsequently mass selected. A cold beam of molecules (translational temperature < 1 K) is generated by skimming an expansion from a Jordan pulsed valve operating at 10 Hz. The output from a Spectra Physics DCR III Nd+ 3 /y AG pumped dye laser (LDS 698 dye) is frequency doubled and mixed with residual 1.064 f.Lm radiation and then focused into the vacuum chamber between a pair of ion extraction plates for a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. Ions are formed by scanning the laser energy and exciting SI +-So resonances which then undergo ionization by absorption of a second photon. The resulting ions are accelerated and focused onto a Galileo ElectroOptics multichannel plate detector. The current output from this detector is analyzed using a boxcar averager. Ten laser pulses are averaged per data point collected. Helium is employed as the expansion gas at a pressure of 40 psig and all samples are kept at room temperature prior to their expansion.
Details of our synthesis of the deuterated xylenes will be reported elsewhere. Note, however, that the synthesis of deuteration types 2 and 4 have been reported previously. 13
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Experiment
The spectra of various methyl deuterated Fig. 2 . The o-xylene SI +-So 08 transition, which is arbitrarily set to zero wave numbers in Fig. 2 (a), occurs at 37 313 cm-I . The smaller features indicated by asterisks in Fig. 2 arise from saturated, intense signals in lower mass channels ringing into higher mass channels. Three important observations about these spectra will be discussed-the number of origins identified in each isotopically substituted o-xylene, the relative intensities of the features, and the relative energy of each feature. The experimental data will be used to identify the orientation of the methyl groups with respect to the aromatic ring and to infer S I geometry from the predicted So geometry through Franck-Condon factor arguments.
The spectrum of nondeuterated o-xylene [ Fig. 2(a)] shows one feature-this is consistent with a single stable conformation of o-xylene in So and SI for which anyone of the proposed model structures A-D presented in Fig. 1 and Table I 
has two features with a 2: 1 intensity ratio. This spectroscopic result is uniquely consistent with the two structures having C 2V symmetry labeled Al and A2 in Fig. 1 . If the C 2V structures are assumed to be correct, one further expects that the asymmetrical d 2 [CHD 2 , CH 3 (deuteration type 3)] will yield two features with a 2: 1 intensity ratio and that the symmetrical d 2 [CH 2 D, CH 2 D (deuteration type 4)] will have four features with a 4:2:2:1 intensity ratio. These expectations prove correct as can be seen from Fig. 2 . All other structures for partially methyl deuterated o-xylenes would generate more spectroscopic features than those observed and displayed in Fig. 2 . Because of the uniqueness of the predicted and observed relative peak intensities, We are able to assign two specific deuterated structures to the observed features. The conformational energy difference between this antiplanar structure and the syn planar structure will be discussed in the next section.
Since the relative intensities of the observed features at the SI +-So 08 transition of the isotopomers reflect a statistical isotope distribution, and since all of the FranckCondon transition intensity is retained at the origin of each isotopolog,3(a) the methyl group structures in the So and SI states have the same single stable conformation. This is a good assumption because the So and SI vibrations are only perturbed slightly by the deuteration, and only conformer 0& transitions are observed. Ab initio calculations discussed in the next section support this conclusion.
B. Ab initio calculations and potential energy surfaces for So
The calculational results of conformational energy presented here are obtained using a GAUSSIAN 88 molecular orbital program 14 operating on an IBM RISC/6000 computer system. Hartree-Fock calculations are performed without symmetry on the ground state structures of Fig. 1 by performing a geometry optimization of all bond distances and angles except the six dihedral angles which uniquely specify the appropriate methyl group structure of interest. This procedure is implemented using three differ- ent basis sets-the minimal basis Slater-type orbital (STO)-3G, and the split-valence plus polarization basis sets 3-21G* and 6-31G**. The STO-3G optimized geometry for each structure is used as the initial input for geometry optimizations involving the larger basis sets. The results of these calculations are listed in Table II . The calculated energy of the minimum energy structure Al has been set equal to zero for each basis set and the relative energies of the other structures are expressed in wave numbers. Structure A 1 is calculated to be the most stable within each basis set. The relative energy differences between structures are roughly constant as the basis set for the Hartree-Fock calculation is expanded from STO-3G to 6-31 G**. The consistency of these results is encouraging and adds support to the previous minimal basis set molecular orbital (MO) calculations. l1 Throughout these calculations, the aromatic ring retains a nearly planar structure.
Insight into preferred internal rotational motion of the methyl groups can be gained by examining the conformational energies displayed in Table II . Two extremes in methyl group internal rotation are coupled methyl group rotational motion in either a conrotary or disrotary fashion and a single independent methyl group rotation. If the molecule is in its minimum energy structure AI, coupled methyl rotor motion leads to structure A2 at approximately 1000 cm -I, and independent single rotor motion leads to the geared structure B at roughly 450 cm -1 (in So). Since the experimentally determined values of methyl rotor barriers range anywhere from 500-700 cm-I ,2(a),3-10 the independent rotation of a single methyl group might be a low energy path to interconversion between conformers.
Both the above restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) calculation and a qualitative (6-12-1) Lennard-Jones Coulomb intramolecular nonbonded potential energy calculation can be used in an attempt to understand why structure Al is indeed the minimum energy structure. tion analysis are used in this calculation and all carboncarbon, carbon-hydrogen, and hydrogen-hydrogen methyl interactions are evaluated. The results of these calculations are given in Table III . The Coulomb and dispersion interactions for the various structures remain roughly constant at -500 and -720 cm -1, respectively; however, the shortrange repulsive interactions vary by hundreds of wave numbers between the different structures and indeed correlate well with the ab initia calculated minimum energies for the different structures. This result is consistent with the notion that repulsions ("steric effects") contribute significantly to the intramolecular interaction responsible for the orientation of the methyl groups. Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, these isotopically substituted a-xylenes all have the same electronic potential energy surface E(R) upon which the nuclei move. If this surface remains unchanged upon deuteration, it should reproduce the zero point energy differences for the different isotopomers of a-xylene. If both So and SI surfaces can be obtained accurately and the zero point energy (ZPE) of each isotopomer can be calculated for each surface, then the spectroscopic transition differences (LlLlZPE) depicted in Fig. 2 should be reproduced. At present, we can only generate an accurate potential surface for So and can thus only infer these spectroscopic data in a qualitative manner.
Calculations of the So zero point energies for the minimum energy geometry A 1 of the various isotopologues of a-xylene are present in Table IV . These calculations are carried out using the 3-21G* optimized geometry. Column 2 of this table lists the calculated So zero point energies (ZPE). Column 3 of Table IV shows the difference between the undeuterated ZPE and the various ZPEs obtained upon deuteration (the numbers in parentheses are obtained by arbitrarily setting the lowest energy isotopomer for a specific deuteration type equal to zero). The replacement of a hydrogen atom by a deuterium atom reduces the ZPE by approximately 750 cm -1 per HID exchange. The final column of Table IV lists the experimentally observed conformer features relative to the do origin.
The So LlZPE values for the different isotopomers of a given mass listed in Table IV vary up to 20 cm -1. The clear trend from the calculations shows consistently that the larger zero point energy decrease upon isotopic substitution results in the smaller blue shift for the observed spectrum. This trend is, of course, opposite to that predicted based on the typical vibrational energy decrease upon SI <-So excitation. The association of larger spectroscopic blue shifts for 08 transitions with larger decreases in So zero point energy arises from the assumed tighter binding/steeper potential surface of the ground state with respect to that of the excited state. The observed effect is apparently more complex and subtle since the opposite trend is consistently observed. Clearly, the SI potential surface must be calculated and explored in a similar fashion before agreement or disagreement with experiment can be established. Note, however, that the overall trends in these RHF 3-21G* calculations are systematic; similar calculations using the semiempirical MOP AC 6 programs give basic-ally random isotopic effects. A comparison of the calculated normal mode energies for the A 1 structure reveals that some frequencies increase while others decrease with no recognizable pattern. A more complicated view of what deuteration actually entails in this site specific instance must be taken as isotopic substitution changes not only in the reduced mass of a normal mode, but also in the mixing patterns of the various "local" modes. To understand in more detail the nature of the 8 0 and 8 I electronic states probed by the MRES experimental technique, a series of ab initio calculations were performed to determine excited state symmetry, excitation and ionization energies, and geometric structure. To carry out such calculations, the HONDO 8 molecular orbital package is employed. 17 The results presented here are obtained using the Dunning-Huzinaga (9s,5p) / (3s,2p) contracted double zeta valence basis set. Attention is focused on the lowest energy structure Al which possesses C 2v symmetry. Initially, an RHF geometry optimization is performed with energy gradients reduced to less than 10-5 hartreelbohr. The resulting molecular orbitals are then used in a complete active space, self-consistent field (CASSCF) calculation at the RHF geometry. The six benzene-like 11' orbitals included in the active space are (b 2 )2, (a2)2, (b1)l, (b 2 ), (a2), and (az). Excitations within this active space result in 92 configurations for roots of A I symmetry and 83 configurations for roots of BI symmetry. Table V lists the results of these calculations. The two columns in this table correspond to calculations carried out at the RHF optimized geometry and calculations in which the geometry is optimized at the CASSCF level. The first excited singlet state clearly has AI symmetry and not BI symmetry. The estimated lAI-2A1 transition energy with and without geometry optimization is 40 385 and 37717 cm-I, respectively, both of which are in very good agreement with the observed value of 37 313 cm-I . Geometry relaxation improves the calculated transition energy as one would expect; however, whether or not this is a fortuitous result can only be addressed by a larger calculation (improved basis set and/or increased configuration interaction). The ground lA I electronic state is comprised mainly of a single configuration
(87%), whereas the 2A I excited state consists primarily of two main configurations
(40%) and [(b 2 ) 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The combined approach of supersonic jet mass resolved excitation spectroscopy with selective isotopic substitution can be used to elucidate detailed molecular symmetry and conformational preference information. In conjunction with ab initio Hartree-Fock calculations, an unambiguous description of both ground and excited state geometric and electronic state structures is achieved.
In this work, mass resolved excitation spectroscopy of partially deuterated o-xylenes is used to establish Al or A2 as the minimum energy structure in both the 8 0 and 8 1 electronic states. Ab initio HF calculations using minimal and split-valence basis sets give consistent results and identify structure A 1 as the lowest energy structure. This basisset consistency is not surprising for molecules comprised exclusively of carbon and hydrogen. IS The lowest energy o-xylene conformer has the smallest calculated deviation from 120· for the <pC Cortho-Cipso-Ca) bond angle. Based on HF calculated geometries together with a Lennard-JonesCoulomb interaction potential function, a short-range steric repulsive interaction is suggested to be the major factor in defining the minimum energy structure. In addition, the multiple origin features associated with isotopomers of different mass may be used to extract potential energy surface information when combined with ab initio calculations. A quantitative understanding of the spectroscopic shifts for each conformer of deuterated o-xylenes must arise from potential surface calculations of both 8 1 and 8 0 states.
We are at present pursuing 8 1 potential surface calculations for the o-xylene isotopomers. Similar studies are underway for substituted anilines, pyrazines, pyridines, and other systems.
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